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Impurity transport is an issue of utmost importance for fusion. One reason is
the choice of tungsten for ITER divertor. Indeed high-Z materials are only partially
ionized in the plasma core, so that they can lead to prohibitive radiative losses even
at low concentrations, and impact dramatically plasma performance and stability.
On-axis accumulation of tungsten has been widely observed in tokamaks. While the
very core impurity peaking is generally attributed to neoclassical effects, turbulent
transport could well dominate in the gradient region at ITER relevant collisionality.
The transport of helium ashes and medium-Z impurities also results from both
neoclassical and turbulent transport. Up to recently, first principles simulations
of corresponding fluxes were performed with different dedicated codes, implicitly
assuming that both transport channels are separable and therefore additive. One of
the key questions is whether this assumption is valid.

Preliminary simulations obtained with the gyrokinetic code GYSELA have shown
clear evidences of a neoclassical-turbulence synergy for impurity transport [1]. How-
ever no clear theoretical explanation was given. New simulations have been done
using a new and more accurate collision operator [2], improved boundary condi-
tions and more flexible sources. This new collision operator has been benchmarked
against neoclassical theory. In particular, analytical predictions of the pinch velocity
and screening factor are recovered. The new simulations confirm the neoclassical-
turbulence synergy and allow identification of mechanism(s) that underly this syn-
ergy.

Several possible mechanisms to explain the observed synergies have been identi-
fied. First, turbulence is known to induce poloidal anisotropies which may modify
significantly neoclassical flows [3]. This mechanism appears to be efficient to - at
least partly - explain the observed synergies. An analytical prediction for turbulent
generation of convective cells has been proposed [4] and is currently compared with
results of GYSELA. Second, a mechanism was proposed in the context of bootstrap
current modification by turbulence [5]: it relies on the fact that turbulence induces
a diffusion both in radius and velocity. This diffusion may affect parallel flows and
heat fluxes thus changing the neoclassical prediction of radial impurity transport.
Finally, neoclassical transport can lead to density peaking of the impurity thus lead-
ing to a local breakdown of the trace assumption. The electric potential created can
then act on turbulence. The respective role of these different mechanisms will be
assessed and discussed.
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